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A Dominion Stores hoarding advertising chicken. 

New England Express 
W. M. Justice, Manager of J.S. Meat and Poultry 
Department, writes about his recent visit to the 
United States 

IT is a commonplace that one half of the world does not know 
how the other half lives, but the speed today with which one 
can reach North America should result in our having a much 
better knowledge of their way of life than was formerly the case, 
especially when one realises it is possible to have an evening 
meal in London and a very early breakfast in the States. 
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Times Square, Broadway, New York. 

A little earlier in the year close on the heels of Mr. Woods I 
made a flying visit to the U.S.A. in the company of one of our 
principal poultry packers. We aimed, in the main, to see how 
their enormous chicken industry had been organised, though 
quite naturally we grasped the opportunity of seeing other 
items of., interest particularly their self-service stores, which 
they know as Super Markets. 

Leaving England behind in pleasant spring-like weather it 
came as a slight shock to discover as dawn broke that we were 
flying over land fairly thickly covered with snow and ice— 
spring in North America was very late this year. Even though, 
during our month's stay we were at times on the same latitude 
as Southern Spain and did not leave Southern Canada until the 
second week in May, at no time were the trees in full leaf. 
In fact, whilst in Toronto we were told that the same day the 
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previous year the temperature had been in the 80's whilst this 
year, for our special benefit, it snowed. 

Perhaps in some ways the lower temperatures were in our 
favour. The time we had available became more than fully 
booked and had the weather been hotter we should both have 
finished up even more tired than we did. We found our visit 
astoundingly interesting but by the end of the month we were 
beginning to feel and to show some signs of wear and to agree 
with Mr. Woods about acute mental indigestion. 

A Competitively Priced Food 
Whereas chicken at home has been regarded as something of a 

" treat," in the U.S.A. it is a very competitively priced food 
regularly eaten even by the less well-to-do. Prices were then 
somewhat discouraging to producers and only the most efficient 
were able to make a profit. During the previous twelve months 
they had, however, had a relatively good overall return. Retail 
prices for ready-to-cook chicken were about 3s. per lb. (evis
cerated weight) and at this level were identically priced with 
minced beef, a comparison which will serve to point how cheap 
was chicken meat. Needless to say the weight of chicken con
sumed per person is many times greater than in Britain. 

Most of the chicken seen in their retail outlets were being sold 
cut-up and intended for fried chicken dishes. They could be 
bought either as cut up whole birds or alternatively at shaded 
prices one could buy the breast, the thighs, the back, the wings 
or the drumsticks. Barbecues are organised during the summer 
months at which hot ready-cooked chicken are sold in the open 
air ; this will probably be seen for the first time this summer 
at a number of agricultural shows in the U.K. Boiling fowls 
were selling for 10 cents more per lb. than small chicken, 
something no-one here would have expected to see. 

Why can they sell chicken so cheaply and are we likely to be 
able to follow in their tracks ? As regards processing it costs 
them in the region of Is. per bird to collect chicken from the 
farm (sometimes as many as 6,000 on a specially constructed 
vehicle) deliver to the Abattoir, kill, pluck, cool, eviscerate, pack 
and deliver to a market 200 miles away. In this country the 
cost would be, under present conditions, several times this figure. 

On the volume of poultry which their stations handle they 
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A new self service store in Manchester, New England. 

can employ a very high degree of mechanisation whilst their 
collection costs are very low by our standards. Plants handling 
30-50,000 birds per day are quite common and in these the 
bird whilst live is hung by the feet into a shackle and is conveyed 
on an overhead runway throughout the whole of the processes of 
killing and evisceration. N o blocks are used and in consequence 
the highest hygienic standards can be maintained. Because the 
bird is going to be sold cut-up they do not need to worry to 
anything like the extent if in removing the viscera fairly large 
apertures result whilst in the plucking they can, without 
penalty, remove more of the top surface of the skin than would 
be tolerated in Britain. The basic reason for this is that nearly 
all their poultry is packed in soft slush ice immediately after 
killing and so remains until it is cut-up and tray-packed at the 
retail store. The surface of the bird thus being kept moist it 
does not show barking marks as would be the case if the skin 
were exposed to the air. 

Production of chicken is generally undertaken on an inte-
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A self service meat department. 

grated basis whereby one man or firm has an interest in a very 
large number of birds being looked after by many growers. 
In many cases the company owns the hatchery, mills and supplies 
the food stuff's and perhaps has a 50 per cent, interest in up to 
a million or two birds whilst they are growing. There are a 
number of alternative methods by which this integration is 
achieved ; some are on a producer-co-operative basis ; some 
involve an incentive scheme for growers designed to get the 
best food conversion and the lowest mortality. 

Whilst we were in the Delmarva Peninsular, one of the 
largest production areas on the Eastern Shore, near Chesapeke 
Bay, young chicken were making about Is. 6d. per lb. live weight 
and at this level in that area they would possibly have been 
losing the grower a cent or so per lb. In Georgia, however, 
at this same level growers would probably have been making 
a thin profit. This price was in respect of birds of about ten 
weeks of age and weighing from 3J-3f lbs. live weight. 

In the Delmarva Peninsula almost the whole population is 
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The latest in live 
poultry carriage. This 
takes 6,000 birds in 
fitted compartments 
each with running 
water. 

One half of one of the 
seventeen houses of 
the mammoth plant 
near Chesapeke Bay. 
This half house will 
take 20,000 birds. 

The smallest poultry 
plant we visited. 



The interior of one of the Chesapeke houses. 

interested in some way in "broiler" growing and each of the 
local broadcasting systems relays " live " every afternoon the 
auction at the Broiler Exchange. No birds appear at the ex
change but each crop is sold on its description, buyers having the 
opportunity of previous inspection of the crops on offer. 

The tendency is still for birds to be killed progressively 
younger as production technique improves and better weights 
can be obtained earlier in the productive cycle. Broilers are 
currently being bred which will produce a live body weight of 
3.35 lbs. at nine weeks of age and a food conversion of 2.63 lbs. 
to one as compared with a very good British commercial level of 
3.7 lbs. live weight at ten weeks and a few days of age on a 
food conversion of 2.8 lbs. to 1 lb. live weight gain. With food 
at about 4 Jd. per lb. this is a most important factor. 
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Thm Amaming Growth of the Commercial Broiler Induttry 
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Chicken sales progress in the States. 

Nearly all the poultry produced is yellow skinned—no disad
vantage in the States where highly coloured birds are sought by 
housewives in the belief that they are better flavoured. Their 
counterpart the British housewife often demands a white bird 
to the exclusion of all else—it's a strange world ! 

The standard of management of the growers who co-operate 
with J.S. in the production of chicken in England was we 
thought quite as high as that generally seen in the States, al
though obviously not generally comparable in size. The largest 
we saw was in the Chesapeke Bay area. It extended to 660 acres 
and included in addition to a processing plant killing 20-30,000 
birds per day, seventeen rearing houses each designed to hold 
40,000 birds grown to nine to ten weeks of age. The manage
ment problems of an enterprise of this size and complexity can 
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Sexing chicks at the hatchery. 

barely be imagined. This enormous project was started five 
years ago by one of the internationally known meat companies 
and is talked of far and wide to this day. 

In breeding the right meat type bird, they are getting better 
every year and already have an enormous start on our British 
breeders. Movements are now at last afoot in Britain to attempt 
to produce the right type of bird. We shall not be able to catch 
up all at once but no doubt tremendous strides will be made 
within the next few years. The importance of the right bird is 
paramount and in theory there is almost no limit to the value 
the industry could pay for the right type of day-old if the food 
conversion rate and other points were sufficiently good. 

Feeding stuffs in the States are somewhat better than our best 
available poultry rations. Anti-biotics are fed as a matter of 
course and medicaments are regularly used to prevent the onset 
of epidemic diseases. The search for fresh and better prophy
lactics is an essential part of the industry. 

When one visits a foreign country it is usual to be shown 
the newest, the biggest and the best of those things in which 
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one is interested. After seeing several poultry killing plants of 
mammoth dimensions Tony Pendry, with whom I was travelling, 
and I were both asking if we could not be taken to see a really 
small plant. This was not so easy. Ultimately we traced what 
they call a really small one almost in the middle of the United 
States in a small town called Topeka some seventy or eighty 
miles west of Kansas City. I lere we called upon Paul Barratt 
who runs a poultry dressing business, employing some seven 
people who were handling 300 birds an hour from live crate 
to fully eviscerated product. Their production figures cannot 
fail to raise the eyebrows of any packing station manager in 
this country ! 

Killing and Plucking Methods 
However, one must be careful in quoting figures of this sort 

to point out that one must compare like with like. The poultry 
there was being plucked by a method called " high scald " in 
which the whole of the outer skin is removed. This could not at 
present be satisfactorily employed for poultry for sale in J.S. 
branches. Evisceration in this plant was taking place on a 
relatively simple overhead oval track of about 18 ft. length, 
the birds being held in shackles during the whole of this part 
of the operation. The killing was on a batch system in which 
ten or a dozen birds are killed at about the same time and hung 
into a " dunker " which dips them up and down in water at 
about 140°F. They are then dropped into a hopper-type machine 
with a circular spindle armed with rubber fingers. The spindle 
revolves, the birds are drawn to the outside of the inverted cone 
drum and are re-submitted to the plucking fingers by means of 
swages in the surface of the cone. The machine is set to operate 
for a given number of seconds after which a door in the side is 
opened and centrifugal force throws the birds on to a stainless 
steel platform from whence they are hung on the evisceration 
line. 

The birds are subjected to high pressure water spray both 
internally and externally and the keeping qualities of the drawn 
carcases is, therefore, better. Neither sinews nor the kidneys 
are removed in standard American practice. 

For delivery to the retail premises birds are generally packed 
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An open-air barbecue. 

interspersed with liberal quantities of soft slush ice in plyboard 
containers of light construction ; no attempt being made to 
make these watertight. As a result considerable quantities of 
liquid runs out during distribution. A small proportion of 
poultry is deep frozen and sold at premium rates, capons and 
turkeys nearly always being sold in this way after stretch wrap
ping in plastic materials. 

Some idea of the differentials in price may be gleaned from the 
fact that we saw " broiler type " chicken on sale at 39 cents per 
lb. whilst frozen capons in the same store were priced at 69 cents. 

Whilst in Chicago we naturally gravitated toward the world 
famous stock yards and on the day we were there no less than 
20,000 cattle besides a few odd thousand sheep, pigs, etc., were 
slaughtered. From the roof of their exchange one gets a quite 
fantastic " birds-eye v i e w " of the stock yards as a whole, 
the gleaming colours of the cattle red, black, blues and white 
making an amazing sight. The buyers go around between the 
pens on horseback and with the aid of a nifty stick prod the 
animals into position so they can judge weight and quality. 
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A Virginian mill for producing chicken feed. 

We never found out how they got from car to horse—we could 
not believe they walked because no American ever does ! 

From the stock yards we made our way to the central ware
house of one of the better known chains of self-service retailers 
to see the operation of their meat store. Overhead runways 
4 J miles in length held thousands of quarters of beef. A portable 
electric saw with a circular blade driven by flexible cable was 
used for disecting into primal cuts and the ease with which 
two men could break up hundreds of quarters of beef left a 
lasting impression. 

In Boston, New York, Kansas City, Chicago and a number 
of lesser towns in the States besides a number of the larger 
cities in Canada, we visited a variety of Super Markets. For 
some " super " is probably the only word which can be used to 
describe them. The largest self-service meat counter was in a 
store whose floor space was 300 by 180 ft. the self-service meat 
counter being, as is usual practice, the whole of the longest 
side of the store—just imagine 100 yards of meat counter thickly 
piled with fresh meat—a sight indeed. 
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A general view of a corner of Chicago stock yards. 

Some of the prices per lb. seen in this same store are worth 
recording, being in sharp contrast to some we are used to 
seeing :— Price p«ib. 

Small chicken—Eviscerated weight 
Boiling Fowls 
Beef rib roast 
Point end of Brisket, boneless 
Leg of lamb 

41 cents 
59 cents 
52 cents 
59 cents 
72 cents 

2s. l id . 
4s. 3d. 
3s. 8£d. 
4s. 3d. 
5s. 2d. 

In the light of these prices it is not difficult to understand why 
the chicken industry has gone ahead. 

To what extent the chicken industry here will do likewise is as 
they say the 64,000 dollar question. Although it is unlikely 
that chicken will have quite the same favourable relationship to 
red meat prices here, there seems no reason why chicken meat 
cannot be produced in this country at a price which will enable 
every family to eat it not as a luxury but as a staple food. 

I feel, therefore, that we can look forward to selling a great 
deal more chicken meat than we have ever sold before. 
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P A R S O \ H O O l» F O I t 1> K' S I t I V A 1J 

Some forty years ago I paid a flying visit to the cure of 
Bregm'er, a man of great stature, whose appetite was renowned 
throughout the district. 

Although it was hardly midday when I arrived, I found him 
seated at table. He had already made a clean sweep of the soup 
and bouilli, and to this invariable prelude a leg of mutton a la 
rqyale succeeded, together with a sizeable capon and a large dish 
of salad. 

The moment I appeared he offered to have a place laid for 
me but I declined, and rightly as it turned out; for alone and 
unaided he easily worked his way through the entire supply, 
namely, the leg of mutton down to the ivory, the capon to the 
bone, and the salad to the bottom of the dish. 

A large white cheese was then placed before him, in which he 
made an angular breach of ninety degrees, washing it down with 
a bottle of wine and a jug of water; then he rested from his 
labours. 

What particularly pleased me was that throughout the whole 
operation, which occupied the best part of three-quarters of 
an hour, the venerable priest was perfectly at his ease. The huge 
mouthfuls which he cast into his mightv maw by no means 
prevented him from laughing and talking, and in fact he made 
no more to-do than if he had been eating a brace of larks. 

I'rom I ' m ; PHYSIOLOGY O F T A S T E by liriliat Savarin 
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Luton Branch, George Street, Luton. First opened in 1926 (see back 
cover) the branch at first occupied only the shop in the right half of 
the picture. The extension is a later addition made in 1936. 

R O U N D T H E B R A N C H E S N O . 1 

A Day at Luton 
LUTON today is a prosperous town of 110,500 people. A century 
ago, when there were only some 10,000 people there, its major in
dustry was the straw hat trade but although hats are still made in 
Luton they keep only 8 per cent, 
of the employed workers busy. 
Vauxhall Motors, Electrolux, 
Skefco Ball-bearings, Commer 
Cars, among other firms, all 
have works there now and the 

Manager at Luton is Mr. C. H. C. 
Clarke seen here talking with Mr. T. 
Hodgson a director of Luton Town 
Football Club. 



A general view of the main shop at Luton. L. to r. : J.S. sales staff, 
here are Mrs. E. Ritchie, Mrs. F. Brocklehurst, Mrs. O. Jeffrey, 
Mrs. M. Brennan, Miss B. Morris and Mr. C. Martin. 

variety of industries continues to grow and slowly change the 
town's character. Our own firm's part in the town's development 
dates from 1926 when, on January 29th, the Luton branch of J.S. 
opened. The site of the shop is in the heart of the town facing 
the Town Hall, and on it was, at one time, a doctor's house and 
gardens. At first the branch was a single shop which was en
larged in 1936 by the purchase of an outfitters next door. The 
first manager was Mr. F. W. Meen, and the branch had a good 
opening as can be seen in the photograph on our back cover. 
Since then it has gone steadily ahead. The present manager, Mr. 
C. H. C. Clarke, took over in 1953 from Mr. A. D. McLaren 
who had been manager for fifteen years. 
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Bacon 
Serving at the bacon counter in 
the picture above are from 1. to r. : 
Mr. F. Kirk, Miss J. Rudd, Mrs. Woodfine, 
Mr. A. Watson and Mrs. Vince. 

Meat 
At the fresh meat 

department's busy 
counter are seen serving 

here Mr. F. Hall at the 
cash register, Mr. W. 
Bailey, Head Eutcher, 

and at rear Mr. C. Martin. 
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In the second shop looking towards George Street 
sales staff here are from 1. to r. : Mrs. Brailsford, 
Mrs. E. Cullis, Mrs. A. Bird, Mrs. A. Hotchkiss 
and Miss Cleaver. 

Cheese 
The cheese depart
ment is also in this 
shop. Seen behind 
the counter here are 
Mrs. J. Robson, Mrs. 
J. Conybeare and 
Mrs. C. McClean. 



At the butter and eggs 
department, 1. to r. : 
Mrs. E. Bailey, Mrs. 
B. Johnson, Miss A. 
Butler. 

At the grocery coun
ter, 1. to r. : Miss V. 
Lockwood, Miss J. 
Beecher, Miss M. 
Matthews and Miss B. 
Morris. 

Clerks at work in the 
ground floor office 
are Mrs. J. Tucker, 
Miss J. Morley, 1st 
Clerk, Miss K. Angell 
and Miss P. Green. 



At the cooked meats 
counter are, 1. to r. : 
Miss Cleaver, Mrs. 
V. Maken, Miss E. 
Grace and Mrs. J. 
Johnstone. 

Canned goods are 
sold at this counter by 
1. to r. : Mrs. A. Bird, 
Mrs. D. Brailsford, 
Mrs. E. Cullis, and 
Mrs. A. Hotchkiss. 

Three cleaners take a 
cup of tea, 1. to r. : 
Mrs. Evans, Mrs. Har-
mer and Mrs. Dear. 



Tea Break 
Morning tea break in the canteen. In the picture are Mrs. Ritchie, Mrs. 
J. Conybeare, Mrs. O. Jeffrey, Mrs. McLean, Miss E. Grace, Miss J. Rudd, 
Miss V. Beacher and Miss M. Smith and others. 

Left : Messrs.J.Smith, C.Martin 
and poulterer G. Corin at tea 
break. Below: Miss Prendle 
and Miss Humphrey of 
the house staff. 
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In the warehouse on 
the first floor Assis
tant Manager F. Moly-
neux with warehouse
man F. Dudley who 
retired recently. 

Part of the office staff work 
on the first floor. Seen here 
are Miss M. Rolph, Miss P. 
Green, Miss K. Gillingwater 
Auditor (only just visible), 
and Mrs. D. Piper. 

Unpacking eggs. Seen here 
are Mrs. M. McAleese, left, 
and Miss M. Smith. In 
between is Mrs. O. Powell. 



Butchers 
at work 
Left : From 1. to r. : 
Messrs. G. Gatting, 
A. Webb, relief Head 
Butcher, W. Wainwright, 
J. Martin. 

Below : From 1. to r. : 
Messrs. A. Webb and 
J. Martin. 

Bacon Preparation 
From 1. to r. 
Mrs. Owens, 

Mrs. R. McAleese 
and Mr. A. Case 

Above : From 1. to r. 
Messrs. J. Smith, 
K. Sansom, P. Barford. 



This group includes nearly all who went on the trip from Blackfriars 
on June 26th. There were 220 in this party who were joined at 
Southsea by about 30 others from South Coast towns. 

The £un Shone at Southsea 

H.M.S. Victory, in 
neighbouring Ports

mouth docks is a great 
attraction to visitors. 
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The Royal Yacht 
Britannia in berth at 

Portsmouth Docks. 
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Reunion in the coach. 



Gathering at Blackfriars for an early start. 

Break for Elevenses. 
On this page and 
opposite are a num
ber of groups 
photographed at 
the Hindhead stop 
on the way down to 
Southsea. 
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t i l „ Evening jStop 

Swapping pints and 
reminiscences. 

At Hindbead 

Return journey stop 
was also at Hindhead, 
a very welcome 
break after the long 
sunny afternoon by 
the Solent. 
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County Show, j.s. at Ipswich 

At the Suffolk County Show on June 6th at Ipswich J.S. 
took part with a stand similar to those used last year 
with success at the Essex and Norfolk shows. Above 

is a general view of the grounds. Below: 
Mr. R. A. Fortescue, our Agricultural 
Representative, talking with Mr. A. Raw-
lingson (back to camera), Manager at 
Kenninghall egg-packing station. Below, 
right, a Red Poll bull awaits his turn 
for judging. 



Visitors to our stand, which was housed in a marquee, study the display 
panels which describe the firm's many activities. The stand was designed 
by Mr. Leonard Beaumont, F.S.I.A., for the Merchandising Dept. and 

constructed by the 
Maintenance Dept. 
Below : Mr. H. E. 
Jordan (left), Manager 
of East Harling poultry 

%*JR-*r«lP packing S t a t i ° n ' With 

J r two visitors. 

En route for the grand ring. One of the 
competitors in the weight-carrying hunter class. 



Left: 
More visitors make 
the rounds of our stand 

Below : 
Mr. C. C, Gooderham (left) 
a J.S. Pig Agent, talking 
with visitors. 

Left: 
A country dancing display 
staged by the East Suffolk 
County Education Committee. 

Right: 
A stonemason 

demonstrates his 
craft in the Rural 

Industries Display. 



Delivering the goods. 
Supplies of food from 

the local J.S. branch 
arrive at the stand. 

Below : Miss Jakeman serves some J.S. guests. On the 
left of the party is Mr. Kempe of Broiler Services Ltd. 

Another section of 
the Rural Industries 

Display, showing that 
craftsmanship is still 

very much alive 
in Suffolk. 



ym Jf m . 

Above : A general 
view of the 
refreshment room in 
the stand, organised 
by the Staff Catering 
Department. 

Left: Some J.S. staff 
keeping the catering 
going. From 1.tor. : 
Miss Williams, 
Miss Cook, 
Miss Jakeman, 
Mrs. Bazell, 
Miss Bumstead and 
Mrs. Vera Hurricks. 
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The stand was very well attended 
throughout the show and J.S. staff were 
kept busy answering questions. 
Right: Mr. Harris, another J.S. Pig Agent, 
with visitors. 

Left : A group of 
Suffolk horses 
await the judges. 



The Grey Coat's Lament 
I'm just a little old grey coat 

Hanging oil the wall, 
My sleeves are frayed, my seams are burst, 

I don't look well at all. 

My span of life is eighteen months, 
At least that's what they say, 

But no one seems to understand 
\\"hy 1 look sick today. 

You see I'm only twelve months old, 
My condition should be good, 

So why I should feei so worn out 
Just isn't understood. 

Th" man's to blame who wears me, 
He isn't really tough. 

But when the day is finished 
I've simply had enough. 

At 7.30 off we start 
Quite eager for the fray, 

All empties out—the shute unlocked — 
The first van's on the way. 

There's offal bins and poultry flats, 
Butter, crates of cheese, 

Sometimes they make him puff'and blow, 
They fairly make me wheeze. 

And, when Fin nearly choked with dirt, 
He sends mc to the cleaner, 

The way they pull and rub at mc, 
Why no one could be meaner. 

They fray my threads and bleach me thin 
Then with hot irons they press me, 

This happens every fourteen days 
And really does distress me. 

For when I'm fresh and clean at last 
And fit for any strain, 

Up comes another ruddy van 
And then I'm black again. 

So now you see my clothing man 
My life is not eternal. 

Replace me please and let me cite 
And put this in the JOURNAL. 
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The photograph above shows part of a stack of cans al Northgate 
Cannery, Queensland, where they use 1,450 cans a minute. Our 
article below gives a short account of Australia's growing fruit 
canning industry and its connexion with the British market. 

T H E new season's Australian canned fruits have been in the 
shops for some time now. This year's quality, according to 
Mr. Robert Heanley, London representative of the Australian 
Canned Fruits Board, is " very high indeed." 

In spite of the fact that heavy rain spoilt crops in some districts 
(as in Goulburn) the loss has been compensated for by increased 
yields in other districts, and the total export pack of the four 
main varieties, apricots, peaches, pears and pineapple, will be 
equivalent to about 180,000,000 1-lb. cans. 
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Spraying between rows of pineapples on a Queensland plantation 
to prevent weeds from growing. These are the smooth-leaved 
Cayenne pineapples which grow well in Australia. The pineapple, 
a native of Brazil, is a member of the cactus family and the first 
European to try it was Christopher Columbus who found it growing 
in the West Indies. 

The biggest shipment of Australian canned fruits arrive in 
the U.K. in June, July and August, but the canning season 
actually opens in December, when apricots reach full maturity. 
Once again, the canning season continues in full force till the 
end of April with pineapples, peaches, pears, nectarines and 
many other kinds of fruit. 

Fruit (and vegetables) canned while the bloom of the sun is 
still on them lose little or nothing of their food value in the 
process. So, because December is midsummer " Down-Under," 
products grown and processed in Australia can give extra 
sunshine to the summer diet in Britain, and even more important, 
can provide sunshine in the food through the long winter. 

Australian exports of canned fruit to the United Kingdom in 
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Trainloads of pineapples are brought right into the factory. Each 
trainload comprises 10,000 crates each of 65 lbs. After inspection, 
grading and weighing (average weight of a pineapple is 6 lbs.) the 
fruit is fed into the Ginaca machine, a Hawaiian invention which 
handles any size of pineapple at the rate of 1,000 crates a day. [ In it 
the moving pines are 
sprayed clean, then 
cored and skinned to fit 
various sizes of tin. The 
cut out fruit cylinder is 
carried away by con
veyor to be sliced and 
the residue diverted to 
the juice extraction unit, 



1955 totalled more than 4£ million cases, and the export of 
pineapple created an all-time record, when more than 1,000,000 
cases (excluding pineapple juice) were sent overseas. 

There are more than 40 canneries in Australia packing fruit 
for export to Britain, many of them controlling the growing 
of the fruit they process. This enables them to use only the 
cream of each crop. And even the " cream of the crop " is 
carefully inspected all along the line by Government inspectors. 
So, only the best is exported. 

Pineapple is grown and processed almost exclusively in 
Queensland, where the smooth-leafed Cayenne variety (acknow
ledged the best canning variety in the world) grows to 
perfection. Speed is all-essential in canning processes if the 
vitamin content is not to be lost, and an Australian pineapple 
passes through the entire canning process in 31 minutes. 

Crops picked in the freshness of the morning are by afternoon 
moving along factory lines, and by nightfall the cans are stacked 
in neat piles awaiting their " holding " period. Fruit canned 
for export is required to stand for ten days. This time allows 
leaking or swollen cans to be discovered. Spoilage is also 
discovered by tapping the cans with a hammer. A spoiled can 
has a " ring " about it that is quite different from a sound one, 
and a trained ear readily picks out the defective cans. 
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In the picture opposite fruit is being inspected. No blemished fruit 
is allowed to pass on to the slicer which is seen in operation above. 
The girl in the picture is filling cans with pineapple 
rings. Below are two girls filling cans with pine
apple pieces. From here the cans go to the auto
matic syrup injectors and then, after seaming, 
they are pasteurised. 

» , 

At this pineapple 
cannery an iced 
juice dispenser is 
laid on for 
visitors. 



Constant check is kept on everything that goes into the can. The 
syrup is made with pure cane sugar and water. 

The expanding demand for Australian canned goods last 
year meant a 20 per cent, increase in the production of containers. 
Many millions of pounds worth of Australian canned fruits alone 
are exported yearly. The goods are the pick of the orchards 
and plantations, and the range is a very wide one, including 
apricots, peaches, pears, pineapples, pineapple juice, plums, 
nectarines, pawpaws, prunes, cherries, strawberries, apples, 
grapefruit sections, and also mixed packs such as fruit cocktail, 
fruit salad and tropical fruit salad. 

Altogether, Australia's 40-odd canneries produce approxi
mately 6,000,000 cases of fruit every year. More than half the 
canned fruits imported into the United Kingdom every year 
come from Australia. Almost three times the pre-war figure. 

Enquiries are now going on in Britain and Australia regarding 
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A view of a pineapple plantation in Queensland. The trees in the 
foreground are banana palms. 

the possibility of building up a demand in the United Kingdom 
for canned Australian apple juice. The juice would be "straight" 
with nothing added—and an experimental shipment of 360,000 
cans is likely this season. Australian pineapple juice has already 
become firmly established on the British market, and in the 
1954-55 season more than 276,880 cases were sent to the U.K. 
from Australia. No sugar needs to be added to Australian 
pineapple juice. 

The Australian Canned Fruits Board was established in 
1926 at the request of the industry in order to have a statutory 
authority which would watch over quality standards. All 
canned fruit for export is .subject to rigid Government inspection 
and in no country in the world are there higher grade standards 
than in Australia. 
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Cricket at Calne 
Trophy again held by J.S. 

I N 1947 the Firm presented a trophy for annual competition 
against C. & T. Harris, the bacon curers of Calne in Wiltshire, 
to serve as a reminder of the spirit of co-operation in which the 
staff of the two companies worked together at the time of the 
VI and V2 attacks on London in 1944. Winners to date are: 
1947 C. & T. Harris, 1948 Match drawn, 1949 J. Sainsbury, 
1950 C. & T. Harris, 1951 J. Sainsbury, 1952 J. Sainsbury, 
1953 C. & T. Harris, 1954 C. & T. Harris, 1955 J. Sainsbury. 

This year it was the turn of C. & T. Harris to act as hosts and 
early in the morning of Saturday, June 16th, our coach left 
Blackfriars amid heavy rain. Fortunately the weather cleared up 
soon after our arrival and Wiltshire must have been one of the 
few areas that day where play was possible. As usual our 
friends at Calne made us very welcome and spared no effort to 
make sure we all had an enjoyable day. 

J.S. batted first and totalled 120, largely due to R. Whiting, 
D. Wall and B. Franklin, who each scored over 20. The main 
feature of the innings, however, was the excellent fielding of 
our opponents, especially young Whale, who took four brilliant 
catches at square-leg. 

Harris batted stubbornly against some accurate bowling but 
were finally dismissed for 79, F. Floodgate and D. Wall both 
securing four wickets. This was their first defeat of the season. 
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The umpires : 
F. Coombs and 

The opening over of the day with E. Long bowling L. Read (right). 
to E. Green 

Above, The Harris Cricket XI. 1. to r. : F. H. Cleverly, L. Read and 
F. Coombs (Umpires), E. A. Stone, R. Stevens, P. Carter, G. Whale, D. J. 
Angell, W. J. Morgan, J. Slater, P. J. Wilson, E. Long, R. E. King. 

Opposite, The Griffin XI. 1. to r. : D. Wall, E. Green, L. Potter, F. Coombs 
(Umpire), E. Spencer, S. Cooper, B. Franklin, C. Putt, F. Floodgate, 
R. Whiting, F. Hall, L. James, R. Green, W. Marsden. 
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Taken just before Mr. Wrench left Southampton to become District 
Supervisor, our picture shows the staff there assembled on the 
roof with him. Mr. P. A. Snow is now manager at Southampton. 

MOVEMENTS and PROMOTIONS 
We are pleased to record the following promotions :— 
TO DISTRICT SUPERVISOR 
L. Wrench of Southampton 
TO ASSISTANT MANAGER 
F. A. Newbury 
F. W. Philpot 
C. E. Barwick 
G. H. Allan 
W. E. Saxby 
W. H. Webber 
A. W. George 
W. A. Savage 
L. F. Moore 
H. J. Boakes 
G. F. Roper 
E. G. Spriggs 

The following transfers will 
MANAGERS 
P. A. Snow 
G. Gooddy 
A. Booth 

ASSISTANT MANAGERS 
J. A. Soper 

of Ballards Lane 
of East Finchley 
of 51 Ipswich 
of 101 Golders Green 
of Lee Green 
of Whetstone 
of Muswell Hill 
of Harpenden 
of Bexhill 
of Greenford 
of 41 Norwich 
of High Barnet 

be of interest to many members of the staff:— 

of 31 Eastbourne 
of Purley 
of Lewisham 
(as Deputy Manager) 

from Marylebone 

to Southampton 
to 31 Eastbourne 
to Purley 

to 1/4 Ealing 
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MARRIAGES (BETWEEN MEMBERS OF J.S. STAFF) 

Very best wishes for their future happiness to :— 
Miss E. Cockrane (Drury Lane) and Mr. R. Cooper (Hoxton) 
Miss J. Stunt (Willesden Green) and Mr. L. Button (Willesden Green) 
Miss V. Darrell (Dagenham) and Mr. L. Agar (50 Goodmayes) 

CONGRATULATIONS and best wishes to :— 
Miss R. Rugman, First Clerk at 9/11 Croydon, and Miss K. Cartwright, of 
the Staff Catering Department at Blackfriars, who have completed 25 years' 
service with the Firm. 

R E T I R E M E N T S 

On July 1st of this year the following members of the staff retired:— 
Miss E. M. Bateman, engaged in April, 1919, and retired as the First Clerk 
at 51 Baling. 
Miss E. Bonas, engaged in May, 1918, and was a Grocery Supervisor for 
a number of years, retired as a Leading Saleswoman from 66 Brighton. 
Mrs. J. Coles, engaged in 1942 and was a part-time Saleswoman at 2/4 
Ealing. 
Mr. F. Dudley, engaged in May, 1943, was a Porter at Luton. 
Mr. II. C. Hilton, engaged in January, 1921. At the time of his retirement 
he was the Outside Catering Representative of Colchester. 
Mr. E. J. Johnson, who was with Messrs. Coppens and came to J.S. 
in November, 1954, at the transfer. He retired as a Salesman from Hayes. 
Mrs. A. Q. Reeves, engaged in January, 1950, retired from Kingsbury as 
a part-time Supply Woman. 
Mr. L. R. Thompson, engaged in February, 1923, retired from 122 Croydon 
as a Butcher. 
Mr. A. W. Trimmer, engaged in March, 1940, retired from North Finchley 
as a Leading Butcher. 
Mr. H. W. Ballsdon, engaged in September, 1920, was the Charge-hand in 
the By-Products Section of the Factory at Blackfriars. 
Mr. A. J. McNamara, engaged in May, 1940, and was a Labourer in the 
Factory. 
Mr. J. J. Sycamore, better known as Joe, was engaged in December, 1941, 
and was the Porter in the Canteen at Blackfriars. 
We wish all these colleagues health and happiness in their retirement. 

O B I T U A R Y 

We very much regret to record the death of the following colleagues :— 
Mr. J. F. Seabright, who was a driver in the Transport Department, joined 
the Firm in October, 1931. He died on June 23rd, 1956, after a long illness. 
We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife and family. 
Miss F. Williamson, who joined the Firm in 1933, retired in May, 1945, 
during which period she was a Housekeeper at Gerrards Cross, died on 
May 31st, 1956. We sympathise deeply with her cousin. 
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At work on an improvised cooker three members of the Industrial 
Catering Association (London Branch) at the Emergency Feeding 
Exhibition. They are from 1. to r., Miss J. L. Jakeman of J.S., Miss R. 
Spyer of Brand & Co., and Miss D. J. Taylor of J.S. This Civil Defence 
Exhibition, held on the South Bank near the old Shot Tower, was 
designed to interest and recruit Londoners to Civil Defence 
Organisations. 

Game to the end 

A red-legged partridge walked into the Church Street, 
Croydon, branch of Messrs. J. Sainsbury on Wednesday 
morning. The bird went behind the counter and was picked 
up by a member of the staff. 

Miss Patricia Balleine, patrol officer of the R.S.P.C.A. in 
charge of Croydon, was notified. She attended and examined 
the bird, and then took it to Duppas Hill and released it. 

Althouth apparently exhausted, the partridge was uninjured. 
CROYDON ADVERTISER 20 :4 : 56 
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Horticultural jSbow 
The Horticultural Show will be held at Dulwich again this 

year, on Saturday and Sunday August 25th and 26th. 

The judging of the entries takes place on the Saturday, after 

which the Show is open for inspection from approximately 4.30 

on Saturday and from 11 o'clock to 5 o'clock on Sunday. 

New Prizes 
Last Autumn we sold about 800 Rose Bushes to members, and 

in order to stimulate interest in these classes, two additional 

prizes will be offered to the winners, namely a year's subscription, 

value 10s. 6d., to the Rose Society. This is in addition to the 

first prize of 5s. 

New Glasses 
Until this year entries for the Show have been restricted to 

members of the S.S.A. only, but the Management Committee 

have agreed to widen the scope as an experiment and there will 

now be ten classes open to all employees of J. Sainsbury whether 

thev are members of the S.S.A. or not. 

Whilst all entries from S.S.A. members are free, there will be 

a small fee of 6d. per entry (or 5 entries for 2s.) for non-members. 

I hope that many people who have never exhibited before will 

take the plunge this year. It really is verv good fun even if you 

don't appear in the prize list, so send in your entry form 

quickly ! F . Bus tie, Secretary. 



J. SAINSBURY. 

--? 

This photograph shows Luton branch on the day it opened, 
January 29th, 1926. It is a picture of particular interest since the 
camera caught Mr. John unawares coming out of the shop. He 
can be seen towards the right wearing a bowler hat and is the only 
person facing right in that side of the picture. 
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This group includes nearly all who went on the trip from Blackfriars 
on June 26th. There were 220 in this party who were joined at 
Southsea by about 30 others from South Coast towns. 

The Royal Yacht 
Britannia in berth at 

Portsmouth Docks. 

The j5uo Shone at Southsea for J.J5. Veterans 

H.M.S. Victory, in 
neighbouring Ports

mouth docks is a great 
attraction to visitors. 


